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Multicolor Flow Cytometry and Cytokine
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Introduction: Current processing of renal biopsy samples provides limited information about immune

mechanisms causing kidney injury and disease activity. We used flow cytometry with transplanted kidney

biopsy samples to provide more information on the immune status of the kidney.

Methods: To enhance the information available from a biopsy, we developed a technique for reducing a

fraction of a renal biopsy sample to single cells for multicolor flow cytometry and quantitation of secreted

cytokines present within the biopsy sample. As proof of concept, we used our technique with transplant

kidney biopsy samples to provide examples of clinically relevant immune information obtainable with

cytometry.

Results: A ratio of CD8þ to CD4þ lymphocytes greater than or equal to 1.2 in transplanted allografts is

associated with rejection, even before it is apparent by microscopy. Elevated numbers of CD45 leukocytes

and higher levels of interleukin (IL)�6, IL-8, and IL-10 indicate more severe injury. Antibody binding to

renal microvascular endothelial cells can be measured and corresponds to antibody-mediated forms of

allograft rejection. Eculizumab binding to endothelial cells suggests complement activation, which may be

independent of bound antibody. We compared intrarenal leukocyte subsets and activation states to those

of peripheral blood from the same donor at the time of biopsy and found significant differences; thus the

need for new techniques to evaluate immune responses within the kidney.

Conclusion: Assessment of leukocyte subsets, renal microvascular endothelial properties, and measure-

ment of cytokines within a renal biopsy by flow cytometry enhance understanding of pathogenesis,

indicate disease activity, and identify potential targets for therapy.
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E
xamination of renal biopsy samples with light,
immunofluorescence, and electron microscopy is

the mainstay of diagnosing renal disease. Pathology
defined by these techniques is limited by the constraints
of microscopy, the solid nature of the kidney, and
timing of tissue procurement. Classic biopsy techniques
may show an incomplete image of pathogenesis, espe-
cially in native kidney disease, in which biopsies are
performed for an obvious clinical problem (proteinuria,
hematuria, decline of glomerular filtration rate [GFR]),
when the initiating event may no longer be present.
Pathology is then a view of late response to injury,
rather than the inciting event. Protocol transplant kid-
ney biopsies used to identify early rejection improve the
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timely capture of injury, but information is still
incomplete; no information is provided about circu-
lating leukocytes migrating to the site of injury or the
presence of soluble mediators that contribute to
inflammation. Also, similar tissue architecture is asso-
ciated with different conditions—for example, nonspe-
cific interstitial inflammation in transplanted kidneys
may represent rejection, viral infection, or fibrotic
repair from prior injury. In addition, current renal pa-
thology does not lend itself to quantitative assessment of
inflammation and disease activity. Does the inflamma-
tion still present after treatment of rejection represent an
improvement, or is it active rejection warranting addi-
tional therapy? Are fibrotic crescents always a sufficient
sign that glomerular inflammation has resolved and that
immunosuppressive therapy would not be useful?

Biopsy histopathology is often insufficient to direct
therapy with specific agents, which becomes frus-
trating as new immune modulating agents are being
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developed. We have a limited understanding of the
detailed immune processes in human kidneys; yet
essentially all renal disease has an immune mechanism.
Most of our understanding of the renal immune system
is murine based; however, important differences exist
between the immune systems of mice and humans.1–4

Others have looked for ways to expand the infor-
mation available from human renal biopsies. Halloran
et al. and others have investigated whole-biopsy RNA
in microarrays and identified natural killer (NK) cell
and T-cell transcripts in transplanted kidneys with
rejection and other inflammatory states.5–7 Flow
cytometry, clinically important for hematopathology
where easy access to single cells allows characterization
and quantitation of cell phenotypes, has not been
widely applied to solid organs such as the kidney.
Cytometry has the advantage of detecting low levels of
cell surface proteins that may be undetectable by
immunofluorescent microscopy.8

We report a technique for reducing renal biopsy
samples to single-cell suspensions for quantitative
multicolor flow cytometry and measurement of secreted
cytokines. Our data show how applying these method-
ologies can distinguish rejection from nonspecific
inflammation earlier than apparent by traditional
pathology. Data assessing endothelial cell antibody and
complement binding suggest mechanism of injury, and
intrarenal cytokine levels estimate inflammatory activity.
All transplant biopsy samples studied, even those with
normal histology, were performed for suspicion of pa-
thology based on clinical parameters. Our purpose was
not to compare our findings to Banff classifications but
to develop a technique that provides more information
on the immune status of the kidney. Although we have
focused on biopsy samples from transplanted kidneys
(because of their availability), the techniques are equally
applicable to those from native kidneys.
METHODS

Preparation of Renal Biopsy Samples and

Peripheral Blood Leukocytes

Biopsy samples and peripheral blood were obtained
after informed consent was provided and the study
(STUDY00002529) was approved through our institu-
tion human subject review board. We adhered to the
Declaration of Helsinki and the Declaration of Istanbul.
At the time of biopsy, 3 to 5 mm of a 16- to 18-gauge
tissue core was placed in 200 ml of Hanks Balanced
Salt Solution. Transplant biopsies were performed for
clinical indications as determined by the attending
nephrologist. Biopsy samples designated as normal
native were obtained from nontumor tissue of native
kidneys immediately after nephrectomy for renal cell
Kidney International Reports (2018) 3, 956–969
carcinoma or transitional cell carcinoma from donors
who had normal renal function by laboratory testing
and clinical history. Biopsy samples were stored at 4�C
until processed. Cell viability was best when samples
were processed the day of the biopsy, but tissue can
be kept 24 to 36 hours with minimal effect on results.
A 3- to 5-mm length of a 16-gauge biopsy sample yields
w200,000 cells for cytometric analysis.

To the biopsy fragment was added 2 ml of 10%
Collagenase P (Roche #11213857001, Roche Diagnostics
Corporation, Indianapolis, IN) stock solution, and tissue
was digested for 15 minutes on an orbital shaker at 37�C
with mid- and end-digestion mechanical dissociation
using Samco Scientific extended fine-tip transfer pipets
(#231, ThermoScientific, Waltham, MA). Cells were
centrifuged, and supernatant was collected and stored
at �80�C for cytokine assay. A 0.2-ml quantity of
0.001% trypsin was added to the pelleted cells, and cells
were incubated at 37�C for 7 minutes using mechanical
dissociationwith transfer pipet at the beginning and end
of the incubation. Trypsin was neutralized with cell
culture media containing calcium (Lonza’s endothelial
medium or Roswell Park Memorial Institute [RPMI]
medium). Cells were collected by centrifugation and
stored overnight at 4�C in 150 ml of cell culture medium.
Antibody labeling was done within 24 hours of tissue
preparation.

Circulating leukocytes of tissue donors were
obtained on the day of biopsy from a buffy coat of
ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid (EDTA)�collected
peripheral blood.

Antibody Labeling and Flow Cytometry

Antibodies were purchased from Biolegend (San Diego,
CA) or were from hybridomas maintained in the labo-
ratory. Eculizumab was obtained from the remains of a
vial used for clinical treatment. Eculizumab and hy-
bridomas were purified with Protein A or Protein A/G
(Pierce, Waltham, MA) and conjugated to either fluo-
rescein isothiocyanate (FITC) (F7250; Sigma, St. Louis,
MO) or Alexa 680 (A-20172, Life Technologies, Wal-
tham, MA). Each antibody was used as a direct con-
jugate to FITC, phycoerythrin (PE), allophycocyanin
(APC), peridinin chlorphyll protein (PerCP), Alexa 680,
or Pacific Blue. All work was done on ice. Cells were
diluted in RPMI, aliquoted to a 96-well, round-bottom
plate and centrifuged to pellet cells. Supernatant was
removed and antibody cocktails diluted in RPMI were
added in a final volume of 50 ml for kidney cells and
100 ml for leukocytes. Cells were incubated on ice for 60
minutes, washed in RPMI, and analyzed on a LSRII
cytometer (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA) adding
4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) as a viability
marker prior to analysis.
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The LSR II is equipped with 355-, 405-, 488-, 561-,
and 637-nm lasers. Data were analyzed with FCS Ex-
press (De Novo Software, Glendale, CA). Statistical
analyses were done with Sigmaplot software (Systat
Software, Inc, San Jose, CA).

Cytokines

Cytokines in the cell-free collagenase supernatant were
measured in duplicate using Milliplex high-sensitivity
assay (Millipore #HSCYMAG60SPMX13; EMD Milli-
pore, Billerica, MA) with the Luminex platform per the
manufacturer’s protocol. The high sensitivity kit mea-
sures interleukin (IL)�2, IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, IL-7, IL-8,
IL-10, IL-12p, IL-13, tumor necrosis factor�a, IL-1b,
interferon-g, and granulocyte-macrophage colony-
stimulating factor (GM-CSF). Concentration (pg/ml) was
normalized to cubic millimeter of biopsy tissue.

RESULTS

Tissue Preparation and Analysis

Figure 1 shows a flowchart of sample preparation
technique. Complete digestion to single cells was
confirmed by microscopic inspection and ensured that
results were representative of the entire cell content of
the biopsy sample. Digestion conditions were tested
using peripheral blood and cultured cells that
expressed epitopes of interest to verify that antigens
were not lost during preparation.

Cytometry samples include cells within the kidney
parenchyma and those circulating through the biopsy
core at the time of acquisition, such as leukocytes
migrating to the tissue in response to inflammatory
cytokines and erythrocytes. The supernatant resulting
from collagenase digestion is used for measuring total
biopsy sample cytokines. Biopsy cores used for analysis
Colla

Supernatant

T

16-

Milliplex MAP high-sensitivity 
human cytokine bead capture  

(Luminex)

Cytokines

Figure 1. Flowchart outlining renal biopsy sample processing for multicolor
were directly conjugated to antibodies that recognize cell surface antige
fluorescein isothiocyanate; PE, phycoerythrin; Per-CP, peridinin chlorophy
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came from a mixture of cortex and medullary tissue,
which did not affect results. Unlabeled cells were used
to eliminate autofluorescence from analyses. Only
viable cells, based on dye exclusion, were analyzed.

Intrarenal Leukocytes

Intrarenal leukocytes were assessed by cytometry us-
ing antibodies to CD45 (leukocyte common antigen),
CD66b (granulocytes), CD56 (natural killer cells), CD22
(B cells), and CD3 (T cells) (Figure 2). HLA-DRþ leu-
kocytes are cells that were CD45þ, CD66�, CD56�,
CD22�, and CD3�, roughly equivalent to macrophage/
dendritic cell populations. Normal native, normal
transplant, and rejecting transplant biopsy samples
were compared (Figure 2, Supplementary Table S1,
Supplementary Figure S1). Tissue from normal native
and normal transplant kidneys had distinct leukocyte
differentials despite having similar histology. Normal
native kidney had a significantly greater percentage of
CD66þ granulocytes compared to transplanted kidney,
whereas CD3þ T cells were increased in transplanted
kidney with or without rejection. Rejection of any type
or severity (specifically included in our analysis were
Banff T-cell�mediated type IA, IB, IIA, IIB, and anti-
body-mediated9) was associated with a significant
increase in CD45þ leukocytes.

We next evaluated allograft CD4 and CD8 T-cell
subsets (Figure 3). Gating strategy used is shown in
Figure 3a. Rejection was associated with a higher ratio of
CD8þ cells to CD4þ cells and distinguished rejection
from other inflammatory conditions such as BK
nephropathy, chronic scarring, and nonspecific
inflammation (Figure 3b, Supplementary Table S2). Bi-
opsy samples were classified as chronic changes when
interstitial fibrosis, tubular atrophy, and
genase

cytometryrypsin 150–250K
single cells

 to 18-Gauge needle biopsy 
(3–5 mm length)

Antibody-fluorophore

UV    355 nm
Violet  405 nm
Blue   488 nm

Yellow/green  561 nm
Red   637 nm

DAPI
Pacific Blue
FITC,  PerCP
PE
APC,  Alexa 680

Cytometry

flow cytometry and cytokine assay. Fluorophores used for cytometry
ns. APC, allophycocyanin; DAPI, 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole; FITC,
ll protein; UV, ultraviolet.
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Figure 2. Leukocyte differentials of normal native, normal transplant,
and rejecting transplanted kidneys, determined on biopsy samples
with sufficient tissue to yield at least 100 CD45þ cells. Gating
strategy: viable cells > CD45þ > markers for individual subsets
(Supplementary Figure S1). CD45 data are the mean percentage of
viable cells � SE. CD3, CD22, CD56, CD66b, and human leukocyte
antigen (HLA)�DR are mean percentage of viable CD45þ cells � SE.
HLA-DR includes cells that are HLA-DRþ, CD45þ, CD3�, CD22�,
CD56�, and CD66b�. The Mann�Whitney rank sum test was used to
test significant differences. *Significant difference between normal
native and normal transplant (P ¼ 0.007). **Significant difference
between normal native and rejecting transplants (P < 0.001).
***Significant difference between normal transplant and rejecting
transplant (P < 0.001). †Significant difference between normal native
and normal transplant (P ¼ 0.01). Normal native, n ¼ 17; normal
transplant, n ¼ 7; rejecting transplant, n ¼ 31.
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glomerulosclerosis predominated, with leukocyte in-
filtrates localized to areas of fibrosis; as nonspecific
inflammationwhen pathologic criteria for rejection were
lacking (equivalent to Banff borderline,10 and chronic
changes in which pathologists could not distinguish
whether an acute process was also present, for example,
leukocytes not entirely limited to areas of fibrosis but
without significant tubulitis); or rejection according to
pathologist interpretation and when the nephrologists
judged pathologists’ interpretation of borderline to be
sufficiently significant clinically to increase immuno-
suppression. Rejection included biopsy samples with
both antibody-mediated and T-cell�mediated pathol-
ogy of any degree of severity by Banff criteria. Ten of
the 36 cases of rejection were antibody mediated; the
others were cellular rejection of types IA, IB, IIA, and
IIB. For biopsy samples in which at least 200 CD45þ cells
were present in the sample, a ratio of CD8/CD4 cells
greater than or equal to 1.2 was closely associated with
rejection (Figure 3b, c, and d). In Figure 3b, open tri-
angles indicate patients with high CD8/CD4 ratios who
were judged not to have histologic rejection but who, on
repeat biopsy weeks to 3 months later, in the setting of
Kidney International Reports (2018) 3, 956–969
deteriorating renal function, were diagnosed with
rejection. Thus, an elevated intrarenal CD8/CD4 ratio
may indicate the presence of rejection earlier than
apparent by current histologic criteria. Peripheral blood
T-cell CD8/CD4 ratios from patients with rejection, ob-
tained at the time of renal biopsy, did not correlate with
biopsy sample CD8/CD4 ratios (Figure 4).

The activation state of intrarenal and peripheral T
cells was assessed by evaluating the expression of
CD69, an early marker of T-cell activation.11–13

Compared to peripheral blood, intrarenal CD4 and
CD8 T cells had significantly increased expression of
CD69 in normal native and transplanted kidneys
(Figure 5a and c), and in transplanted kidneys with a
range of rejection types and severity (including Banff
T-cell�mediated type IA, IB, IIA, IIB, and antibody-
mediated) (Figure 5b and d). This suggests that T
cells within the kidney, even under conditions without
obvious inflammation, are in a state of activation that
differs from T cells in the peripheral circulation.

We also compared naive and memory markers,
CD45RA and CD45RO, respectively on intrarenal and
peripheral T cells from the same donor. CD4 and CD8
cells in native and transplanted kidneys were pre-
dominantly memory cells, based on the expression of
CD45RO, whereas peripheral blood obtained at the time
of tissue acquisition had relatively equal numbers of
memory and naive cells (Supplementary Figure S2).

Renal Microvascular Endothelial Cells

Cytometry allows a detailed evaluation of renal
microvascular endothelial cells (RMECs) beyond tradi-
tional histology. Prior studies have shown that human,
but not rodent, RMECs co-express high levels of major
histocompatibility complex class II proteins and the
endothelial cell markers CD31 and CD34.14 RMEC are
defined by excluding CD45þ leukocytes and CD324þ

epithelial cells from gates of HLA-DRþ/CD31þ or
CD34þ cells.

We measured antibody bound to RMECs using
antihuman lambda and kappa Ig light chain antibodies
conjugated with the same dye so that total antibody
binding to RMECs is assessed with a single fluorescence
signal. Assay controls are shown in Supplementary
Figure S3 demonstrating specificity using fluorescence
minus 1 (FMO) and isotype controls, reproducibility,
and the lack of RMEC Fc receptors.

Measures of endothelial-bound antibodies in allo-
graft biopsy samples with antibody-mediated rejection
(ABMR) (active, acute, or chronic9), transplant glo-
merulopathy with advanced fibrosis but without
inflammation (TxGN), acute cellular rejection (ACR), or
nonspecific inflammation (equivalent to Banff border-
line) (NS) are shown in Figure 6 and Supplementary
959
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Figure 3. CD8/CD4 T cell ratios in renal biopsy samples with indicated diagnoses. Ratios were determined on biopsy samples with greater than
or equal to 200 CD45þ cells in the cytometry sample. Gating strategy: viable cells > CD45þ > CD3þ > CD8þ, CD4þ. (a) Gating strategy: viable
cells > CD45þ > CD3þ > CD8þ, CD4þ. DAPI, 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole; FSC-A, forward-scatter area; SSC-A, side-scatter area. (b) Scatter
plot of CD8/CD4 ratios with indicated histologic classification as described in the text. Biopsy samples were from transplanted allografts except
for the column normal native. Number of cases (n) in each category is indicated. The Mann�Whitney rank sum test was used for determining
significance of CD8/CD4 ratio in cases of nonrejection compared to rejection (*P < 0.001, ** P ¼ 0.004). Open triangles indicate transplants with
high CD8/CD4 ratios that transitioned to rejection by histopathology criteria in a subsequent biopsy. ATN, acute tubular necrosis; BK, BK virus
nephropathy; tx, transplant. (c) Predictive value of renal biopsy cytometry CD8/CD4 in determining rejection or no rejection. (d) Receiver
operating characteristic curve and area under the curve.
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Figure S4. A significantly higher percentage of light
chain antibody bound to RMECs is associated with
histologic antibody-mediated rejection, even when
donor-specific antibody (DSA) or complement degra-
dation product C4d are not detected (Supplementary
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Figure S4). Detailed clinical and cytometric data for
antibody binding are available in Supplementary
Figure S4 and Table S3. Clinical course of patients is
also reflected in RMEC antibody binding
(Supplementary Figure S4e).

The presence of antibody bound to RMEC does not
necessarily imply an injurious process, so we also
assessed complement binding to RMECs using eculi-
zumab, a clinically available monoclonal antibody that
recognizes a site on C5 and prevents cleavage to C5a
and C5b. Eculizumab was conjugated to fluorescein
isothiocyanate (FITC). Human polyclonal IgG-FITC was
used as an isotype control.

Low levels of eculizumab-FITC above control IgG-
FITC were detected on RMEC from most biopsy sam-
ples analyzed (Figure 7), but the significance of this was
unclear. Therefore we used clinical conditions to define
relevant RMEC eculizumab�FITC binding. We
assumed that RMEC-bound eculizumab�FITC from
patients with normal native and transplanted kidneys
without histologic signs of injury was unlikely to
reflect pathology (Figure 7a). Using standardized
cytometry settings, we set the level of clinically
elevated eculizumab�FITC binding to RMECs at the
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Figure 6. Percentage of renal microvascular endothelial cells
(RMECs) with Igl and Igk antibody-bound plotted versus biopsy
histopathology interpretation. ABMR, antibody-mediated rejection,
active acute or chronic; ACR, acute cellular rejection;
NS, nonspecific inflammation where histologic criteria for rejection
were not met; TxGN, transplant glomerulopathy without inflamma-
tion. The Mann�Whitney rank sum test used to test significant
difference between antibody-mediated rejection versus other di-
agnoses (*P < 0.001, **P ¼ 0.002).
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upper limit of binding to normal kidneys, indicated by
the vertical dotted lines in Figure 7. Assessment of
transplant biopsy samples with nonspecific inflamma-
tion or chronic, noninflammatory changes (as previ-
ously defined) where complement is not thought
to be causing injury did not show significant
eculizumab�FITC binding (Figure 7b). Cases with
acute mild cellular rejection (equivalent to Banff IA)
had increased binding of eculizumab�FITC to RMECs
(Figure 7c), without significant antibody binding
(Supplementary Figure S4c). This raises the possibility
that complement activation by the alternative pathway
contributes to injury in mild acute-cellular rejection.
Clinical course was also reflected in eculizumab�FITC
binding, where we had a biopsy before and after
successful treatment of acute mild cellular rejection
with steroids; eculizumab�FITC binding to RMECs
was reduced with resolution of rejection (Figure 7c;
case 349a and 349b). Cases with more severe cellular
rejection (equivalent to Banff scores greater than IA)
did not show significant eculizumab�FITC binding
(Figure 7d). Cases with active antibody-mediated
rejection and transplant glomerulopathy (Figure 7e),
where one might expect complement activation, had
higher levels of eculizumab binding to RMECs. In
Figure 7e, cases 343b and 386, which by histology had
active inflammation, show more eculizumab bound to
RMECs than cases 376 and 377, which received therapy
962
for their transplant glomerulopathy before the
cytometry-analyzed biopsy.

Intrarenal Cytokines

Intrarenal cytokines were measured in the supernatant
from biopsy digestion using Milliplex high-sensitivity
bead capture assay and Luminex technology. Biopsy
supernatant contains glomerular filtrate, circulating
plasma captured at the time of biopsy, and molecules
secreted from cells within the biopsy sample during
tissue processing. To validate clinical significance of
intrarenal cytokine measurements, normal native kid-
neys removed for a renal mass or uroepithelial tumor
served as negative controls, and native kidneys
infarcted by interventional radiology procedures
before nephrectomy served as positive controls. Native
kidneys had measureable levels of IL-1b, IL-4, IL-6,
IL-8, and IL-10 early after infarct, and all of the
previously measured cytokines were elevated 24 hours
after infarct (Figure 8 and Supplementary Table S4).
Elevated levels of cytokines with infarction of native
kidneys and higher levels with longer ischemia times
indicate that cytokine measurements have clinical
relevance.

Intrarenal cytokines were measured in renal biopsy
samples of native and transplanted kidneys and
normalized to tissue volume. Intrarenal cytokine levels
of IL-6, IL-8, and IL-10 were compared in transplanted
kidneys with normal histology to those with rejection
(Figure 9a). Rejection of any class or severity was
associated with elevated levels of IL-6, IL-8, and IL-10.

Cytokine data were combined with cytometry
results of percentage of CD45þ leukocytes per total
viable cells in Figure 9b to d. The 3-dimensional scatter
plots show distinct trends for different cytokine and
leukocyte levels in kidneys with no rejection, mild
(equivalent to Banff IA), or more severe forms of
rejection (cellular rejection equivalent to Banff scores
greater than IA and antibody-mediated rejection). Bi-
opsy samples with more severe rejection have signifi-
cantly greater numbers of leukocytes and higher levels
of IL-6, IL-8, and IL-10 (Supplementary Table S5).

DISCUSSION

The renal biopsy is the gold standard for assessing
kidney injury. However, current techniques to eval-
uate tissue have limitations: pathogenesis is not always
delineated, similar tissue architecture may result from
different conditions, disease activity markers are often
lacking, and insufficient information may be present to
direct new therapies toward specific targets.

Our focus has been to develop methods that enhance
the immunologic information available from a renal
biopsy using standard amounts of tissue. The
Kidney International Reports (2018) 3, 956–969
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importance of evaluating renal tissue is demonstrated
by our findings that leukocyte subsets and their
activation states differ in kidneys and peripheral
blood of the same individual (Figures 4 and 5 and
Supplementary Figure S2), even when tissue has
normal histology. Therefore, to know what is
964
happening in the kidney, you need to look in the
kidney. Leukocytes present in the kidney may not
merely be idle passengers in the blood circulating
through the organ. Their phenotype and activity may
be altered within the kidney, creating a specific renal
immune environment, consistent with reports of tissue-
resident memory T cells in kidneys.15–17

Using techniques reported here, we now have the
ability to study individual structural renal cells and
leukocytes. In the same preparation used for cytom-
etry, we are able to capture cytokines present in the
biopsy sample. Although our techniques do not iden-
tify which cells secrete the cytokines, we show exam-
ples in which cytometry and cytokine levels provide
relevant clinical information about the presence,
severity, and pathogenesis of transplant rejection.
Intrarenal leukocyte subsets, antibody and eculizumab
binding to RMECs, and cytokine levels help to refine
interpretations of biopsy results. Analyses of other
leukocyte subsets with their activation markers,
podocytes, tubular cells, and cell-costimulatory and
inhibitory proteins on RMECs are underway.

Traditional renal histopathology focuses on the
region of the kidney from which the biopsy was ob-
tained, the cortex or the medulla. In our studies eval-
uating rejection, some samples contained cortex, others
medulla, and some a mixture of medulla and cortex.
Location of the tissue did not seem to affect leukocyte
or cytokine results in assessing rejection. Others have
made similar observations in their molecular studies of
rejection using RNA extracts from biopsy samples.18

Our cytokine controls using normal and infarcted
kidneys (Figure 8) also suggest that biopsy location is
less important for measurements of inflammatory pro-
teins, and supports the reproducibility of quantitating
cytokines within an injured kidney. Different segments
of biopsy cores and different biopsy samples from the
same kidney provided similar levels of cytokines,
particularly for the normal and 24-hour infarcted kid-
neys. The variability in IL-4 and IL-10 levels 4 hours
after initiation of infarct may reflect the relatively short
time period after injury, before the full effects of
ischemia were operational.

Other methods used to obtain more information
about kidney inflammation and rejection include gene
profiling of renal tissue5–7 and blood,19 traditional
immunocytochemistry to identify cells and cyto-
kines,20 and cytometry of T-cell subsets.21 In our
analysis, all cells and actual protein levels of cytokines
within the entire biopsy sample fragment are assessed,
rather than using transcripts or processed tissue, where
components may be lost. We are able to identify
microvascular endothelial cells and to assess relevant
immune surface markers ex vivo. As we are able to
Kidney International Reports (2018) 3, 956–969
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provide this information within 18 hours of biopsy, our
approach presents the opportunity to measure any cell
surface protein and extracellular molecule where anti-
bodies are available as a direct and timely adjunct to
renal histopathology.

T-cell subsets have been used with variable results
to distinguish rejection in transplanted kidneys using
peripheral blood,22–26 tissue staining,27 fine-needle
aspirates,28 and urine.29 However, the search for
biomarkers of rejection has not yielded consistent
candidates.30 Our focus has been to develop techniques
Kidney International Reports (2018) 3, 956–969
to delineate more detailed and informative mechanisms
of pathogenesis within renal tissue, namely, intrarenal
indicators of inflammation. Our data suggest that the
kidney has a localized immune response that may spill
into urine and peripheral blood, but that both body
fluids represent a dilution of the intrarenal immune
process. This may explain inconsistencies in other
studies.

The endothelium is the major site of antibody and
complement binding associated with rejection. Current
means of assessing antibody-mediated rejection include
965
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measuring the presence of donor-specific human
leukocyte antigen (HLA), major histocompatibility
complex class 1�related chain A (MICA), major histo-
compatibility complex class 1�related chain B (MICB),
angiotensin receptor, and other antibodies31 by bead-
bound antigen or enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assay, and by looking for the deposition of C4d in re-
gions of peritubular capillaries by microscopy.32 Others
have focused on whether antibodies associated with
rejection fix complement.33 Our cytometric assay for
directly measuring antibody and complement binding
to RMECs correlates with histopathology, even when
donor-specific antibodies or C4d cannot be identified. It
is also quantitative, as the numbers of endothelial cells
binding antibody and complement are measured.
Hence, the cytometric RMEC antibody binding assay
may prove valuable for assessing clinically relevant
antibody-mediated pathology. Our results suggest a
role for activation of complement in mild acute-cellular
rejection by non�antibody-dependent pathways. In
cases in which eculizumab binds to RMECs, the pos-
sibility of using the antibody as a therapy might be
considered, although in our series of mild acute rejec-
tion, steroids alone were sufficient to reduce comple-
ment activation. That RMEC�eculizumab binding
was less in more severe cellular rejection may reflect
the expected role of T-cell�mediated injury.
RMEC�eculizumab binding in cases with transplant
antibody-mediated rejection is consistent with an
antibody-mediated mechanism for complement
activation.

Low levels of eculizumab binding to normal RMECs
raise the possibility that the complement component C5
may be more prevalent on microvascular endothelial
cells than previously suspected, and that regulatory
mechanisms have a role in defusing a potentially
dangerous condition. What is unknown is whether the
C5 that we detected with eculizumab was the intact C5
or the C5b fragment. Eculizumab binding sites could
also be generated during tissue preparation.

Studies measuring cytokines to diagnose rejection
have evaluated peripheral blood34–38 and urine39–41;
where kidney tissue was evaluated, it was done by
polymerase chain reaction amplification of cDNA.42–45

To our knowledge, this is the first report of reliable
cytokine protein measurements from human renal
biopsy tissue without an interval of tissue amplifica-
tion, cell culture, or stimulation. Our results suggest
that IL-6, IL-8, and IL-10, particularly in combination
with cytometry assessment of leukocytes in the sample,
denote more severe tissue damage. That IL-10,
considered an anti-inflammatory cytokine, is elevated
in our study in more severe rejection has been reported
by others.46 Additional studies with more biopsy
966
samples are in progress, and may indicate clusters of
cytokines that amend current classifications of rejection
and inflammation.

In conclusion, just as hematopathology gained from
cytometry by identifying offending cell types,
nephrology can make similar advances by transforming
small portions of kidney biopsy samples into nonsolid
organs so that multicolor cytometry can precisely
define and quantify cell populations of interest. We
have shown examples in which cytometry and
cytokine levels provide relevant quantitative clinical
information regarding the presence, severity, and
pathogenesis of transplant rejection. The techniques
that we describe are also applicable to native kidney
disease. They are not meant to replace histopathology
of renal biopsy samples but, rather, add a higher
resolution to the pathogenesis of renal disease.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Figure S1. Gating for differentials. Each dot in the plot

represents a cell. Gates are set using peripheral blood

(a�e) where leukocyte subsets are more abundant and

hence easier to identify. Viable cells are selected based

on exclusion of DAPI (DAPI�, A and F). Within the viable

cells, leukocytes are selected based on the expression of

CD45, the leukocyte common antigen (CD45þ, B and G).

Subsets of viable CD45þ leukocytes are determined

based on the gates shown in C to E and H to J. The

number of cells within the subset gates compared to the

total CD45þ cells are used to determine the percentage of

each leukocyte subpopulation for the differentials. CD56þ

cells indicate NK cells, CD22 are B cells, CD66b are

granulocytes. As described in the text, CD45þ cells that

are CD3�, CD56�, CD22�, or CD66b� but that express

HLA-DR approximate a macrophage/dendritic cell

population.

Figure S2. Comparison of CD45RO/CD45RA ratios in T cells

from renal biopsy samples and matched peripheral blood

lymphocytes. Gating: viable cells > CD45 > CD3 > CD4

(a) or CD8 (b) > CD45RO and CD45RA. In all but 1 case
Kidney International Reports (2018) 3, 956–969
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(*), the ratio of CD45ROþ cells to CD45RAþ cells is higher in

the kidney than in peripheral blood for both CD4

(P ¼ 0.015) and CD8 (P ¼ 0.045) T cells. There is no

significant difference in the CD45RO/CD45RA ratios

between native and transplant samples. The CD45RO/

CD45RA ratio is significantly higher in CD4þ T cells in

both renal (P ¼ 0.014) and peripheral blood (P ¼ 0.011)

when CD4þ T cells are compared to CD8þ T cells. P

values calculated using the Student t test.

Figure S3. Cytometry assay controls for RMEC antibody

binding using representative biopsy samples. Gating:

viable cells > CD45�/CD324�/HLA-DRþ/CD31þ or CD34þ.

(A) Fluorescence minus 1 (FMO) and isotype controls for

anti-human l and k (B) Reproducibility of anti-human l

and k binding to RMECs when the same biopsy sample is

labeled with 4 different antibody cocktails. (C) FcR

expression on RMECs isolated from normal native kidney.

Above the horizontal line on each dotplot indicates positive

expression of FcRs based on kidney and peripheral blood

leukocytes expression of the FcRs.

Figure S4. RMEC antibody binding in transplant biopsy

samples. Gating: viable cells > CD45�/CD324�/HLA-DRþ/

CD31þ or CD34þ. Representative dot plots of anti- l þ k

bound to RMECs in cases of (A) antibody-mediated rejec-

tion (ABMR), including active acute and chronic; and (B)

transplant glomerulopathy without acute inflammation.

Most of these kidneys had been transplanted more than 20

years before biopsy, with the exception of kidney 377. For

case 377, the biopsy was performed after treatment 5

months earlier for major histocompatibility complex class

1�related chain A (MICA) antibody-mediated rejection. (C)

Acute cellular rejection. (D) Nonspecific inflammation

where histologic conditions for rejection were not met

(equivalent to Banff borderline). DSA and C4d information

appear under each dot plot where results were available.

Where a percent sign is noted for C4d, it reflects the pa-

thologist’s estimate of the amount of peritubular capil-

laries with C4d. In some cases, DSA were not determined

(ND) because either there was no clinical indication to do

so or donor HLA type was unknown. In cases 341 and 374,

DSA were detected but below the level generally inter-

preted as positive by our HLA laboratory. In case 377, HLA

DSA was negative but MICA antibody was detected. (E)

Dot plots of anti- l þ k bound to RMEC from cases with

serial biopsy samples. Clinical course for each case indi-

cated by arrows and text below dot plot. In case 1, the

biopsy sample initially showed nonspecific inflammation

with no antibody binding; subsequently, when renal

function worsened, antibodies bound to RMECs were

detected. In case 2, a patient with persistent rejection 6

weeks after treatment showed continued RMEC antibody

binding. In case 3, a patient with acute DSAþ, C4dþ

antibody-mediated rejection had slightly decreased levels

of RMEC antibody binding after treatment, with resolution
Kidney International Reports (2018) 3, 956–969
of DSA but persistent C4dþ tissue staining. Number in the

lower left corner of the dot plots is the identifier code

assigned to the biopsy sample. The positive level for

combined l and k binding to RMEC, indicated by the

vertical line on the dot plots, was set using the level of

light chains detected on peripheral blood leukocytes from

the same donor.

Table S1. Analysis details of leukocyte differentials as

shown in Figure 2.

Table S2. Analysis details of CD8/CD4 ratio data as shown

in Figure 3.

Table S3. Analysis details of percent Igk� plus Igl-positive

renal microvascular endothelial cells (RMECs) as shown in

Figure 6 and Figure S4 .

Table S4. Analysis details of cytokines in normal and

infarcted kidneys as shown in Figure 8.

Table S5. Analysis details of 3-dimensional cytokine and

leukocyte data from Figure 9.

Supplementary material is linked to the online version of

the paper at www.kireports.org.
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